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A Summer of Firsts:

A New Rehabber’s Journey
Chapter 1

Chapter 2

The First Time for a Kind Rescuer.

The First Call Like This.

It was a dark and balmy night (very
early morning actually) this past
spring. Our soon-to-be rescuer
was delivering newspapers along
her route on Salmon Falls Road in
El Dorado Hills when she heard
a “thunk” and saw a small owl fall
into her open window.
The owl was alive and made its
way under the driver’s seat. Uncertain of what to do, she pulled
over and called 911. Police officers
responded and attempted to remove
the owl using a baton, but then the
owl went under the dashboard! Unable to extract the bird, the officers
advised her that the owl would
likely die.
Determined to save it, she
drove home to Orangevale, where
her persistent husband was able to
take apart the dashboard and found
the little owl, a bit ruffled, but still
alive. Not knowing what else to do,
our rescuers called the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife
(DFW) and left a message.

The next morning, Krysta Rogers, an
avian specialist and Senior Environmental Scientist with DFW, received
a message: an owl trapped in a car
dashboard had been rescued! This
was very unusual, and Krysta immediately went to help. She collected
the bird, an adult Western screech
owl, from the rescuers and placed it
in a pet carrier, noticing that its pupils were unequal in size, one sign
of head trauma. Fortunately, the owl
did not appear to have any other injuries or broken bones. To minimize
stress from handling, Krysta left

Western screech owl Edgar (Chapters 1 – 5)

Rehabber Kristi Schroder with new
screech owl, Zuri (see Chapter 6)

the pet carrier with the owl in her
warm, dark, quiet office overnight.
The next morning, he was quiet but
still alive, and she contacted SWR.

Chapter 3

The First Time Rehabbing.
Kristi Schroder had joined Sierra
Wildlife Rescue in January, attending its training and meeting
the Raptor Team members. She’d
planned to slowly ease into the
group, transporting animals between rescuers and rehabbers, and
generally just trying to be helpful.
However, with encouragement,
she ended up jumping straight into
rehabbing! Kristi’s first rehab was
“Owliver,” a young great horned owl
with a fractured wing.
continued on page 14

SIERRA WILDLIFE RESCUE’S MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of SWR is the preservation of El Dorado County’s wildlife, which we work to achieve in two ways:
First, we rehabilitate and release injured and orphaned wild animals. Second, we educate the public about living with wildlife
and respecting its habitat. Each of these is important to the long-term health and well-being of our area’s wildlife.
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A New Designer for SWR’s Website

e are pleased to announce
that Denise Pané, owner
of the Camino-based web
design and marketing firm River
Coyote Design, has generously
volunteered to take on the probono role of web designer for SWR.
Denise has been a SWR member
for 15 years and is passionate about
our local wildlife. She says she
was honored to become our web
designer, as that gives her a chance
to combine her avocation and her
vocation for a cause that is close to
her heart.
Denise is a bold adventurer in
both life and business, having started
River Coyote Design (RCD) 19 years
ago. A passionate outdoorswoman
with an energetic personality, she
thrives when connecting with people, with nature, and with animals
(she has four dogs!). She has also
been a volunteer in our Baby Bird
Nursery and currently sits on SWR’s
Board of Directors.
River Coyote Design offers web
design, graphic design, marketing
and search engine optimization

do because she had to work within
the current, fairly basic, system that
the site is on. She simplified the
site’s structure and made accessible
those things that visitors most want.
SWR’s longtime graphics designer,
Jamie Hartshorn, provided images, and current president Michael
Damer and past president Debbie
Datilio provided direction. Together, they have already made improvements that have modernized the
website and made it more profesDenise Pané
sional and useful to the visitor.
With her experience, success,
(SEO) to small businesses. Part
and
commitment to supporting
of RCD’s mission is to work with
wildlife, SWR feels that Denise is a
clients that work with heart. Its
philosophy is that the tenets of true perfect fit as our new web designer,
business excellence include connec- and is looking forward to a long
tion, passion and compassion. RCD and exciting relationship!
feels that when it supports businesses that are community-focused
and believe in collective success, it
is supporting families, communities, cultures, and global well-being.
Her first task was to spruce up
www.rivercoyotedesign.com
the SWR website. She was limited
in the breadth of what she could

SWR Wins 2018 Style Magazine Award

I

n September, SWR was notified by Style Magazine (Foothill edition)
that it had won the 2018 Readers’ Choice Awards, in second place,
in the category of Best Place to Volunteer. These awards to a variety of
businesses and organizations in El Dorado County are a special annual feature of Style, and SWR is very honored to have been chosen by
Style’s readers. This is the second win in two years for SWR, having been
selected for third place last year.
SWR always needs and welcomes new volunteers in a wide variety of capacities, from wildlife rehabbing to assisting with publicity,
fundraising, outreach, management, and other activities. Call 530-6212650 to volunteer or see our website, www.sierrawildliferescue.org,
for more information (logo by Style Magazine)
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A Fox Family’s Devotion

e had yet another fox mom and dad raise
their family of pups with us this year. This
has been happening for several years now.
They have discovered the safety of our back deck, the
abundance of food (voles, rabbits, and birds), and easily accessible water. Last year we had two moms and
two litters share the den under our deck. This year we
had a litter of five, with two very attentive parents.
We greatly enjoyed their first emergence and
every day of play and discovery after that. We watched
intently as they grew, as they played hard, as they
hunted, and how they loved each other. The affection shown by mom and dad toward each other was
incredible. It was also beautiful to watch how the pups
licked, cuddled, and played with their mom, and how
she worked to nurse them and act as a cleaning station for each. We also watched how they dipped their
heads in deference to their dad before playing with
him or following him around.
We knew our place, and mom or dad rarely barked
an alarm due to our presence. They were beautiful and
comfortable with our coexistence. We took pictures;
they grew up.
This year took an unexpected turn though. Just
as they were expanding their range and readying to
depart for better hunting, we woke up one morning to
see one pup laboring to walk. The more we observed

her, the more we realized that she had been seriously
injured. She appeared to have a spinal injury that
hindered the use of her hind legs. We don’t know what
caused her injury, but foxes play carefree and hard and
are regularly injured and bounce back. But not this
time. She had no sign of being attacked, and had most
likely fallen or something had fallen on her.
As the rest of the family started to leave for better
digs (as they do each year), she stayed behind. One of
her siblings was a daily visitor, and the rest of the family would come by every week or so. They played with
her and fed her, and she actually looked like she was
getting a bit better. She seemed to find enough food,
and looked well-groomed. We witnessed her improvements in walking, and hoped for even more. Since it
looked like she’d be here awhile, we decided to name
her and, after several poor attempts, we settled on “G,”
short for “Gumption.”
Then one day G followed her family across our
community, roughly a half mile or so. We had seen
her doing her normal thing the day before and all
seemed good. Her trek was too much, though, and
a neighbor found her in their yard, worn out and
beat up from dragging herself there. They called our
neighbor who has experience rehabbing wildlife,
and she knew it was G. She put her in a carrier and
continued on page 5

The fox family, 2018
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A Very Pregnant Deer
Then one late hot afternoon, she walked into our
garage and laid down to give birth. She was totally
spent, lying on her belly with all four legs splayed out
and a look of “I need help” in her eyes. We immediately
engaged our neighbor, Leslie, who is a vet tech with
wildlife rehab experience. We also reached out to Sierra
Wildlife Rescue (SWR) for assistance, and Dave Cook,
an experienced deer rehabber, rushed to our house. We
had named our pregnant deer “Hope,” because we felt
she needed an extra dose of it to survive this event.
She was starting to crown, and she tried very hard
to deliver her fawns, but something was amiss. After
an extended period, Dave worked expertly to assist
Hope, extremely pregnant and ill
in the delivery, as
Hope was incae have a lot of deer that wander through our
pable of delivering
blue oak savannah property. Many we recog- and appeared to be
nize each year, often because of the scars they struggling with life.
carry (e.g., a torn ear, a body scar, a healed broken leg). We soon found that
The deer are such resilient animals, and their cycle of
both of her fawns
life is wonderful to witness. In that cycle each year are
were stillborn. We
pregnant females and their new fawns for us to enjoy.
saw some of Hope’s
This year brought a special pregnant deer to us—up
energy and will to
close and personal.
live diminish as
The deer this year seemed to be delivering a bit late, soon as she realized
but our special pregnant deer this year was later than the that her babies did
others, and she appeared to be extremely pregnant with not make it. It was
twins or more. In spite of her advanced pregnancy, she
very sad to watch;
The Rhunaus and experts tried their best
seemed content showing up to drink water and hang out the emotion was
to help her.
with the other deer. She had to manage her stance with
tangible.
some strange postures while drinking water, while we
The next order of business was to help Hope regain
wondered, “When will the fawns be born?”
her energy and her will to thrive. Over the next day
and a half, we helped her rest with less pain, as well as
providing some food and water. She let us pick her up
to reposition her and exercise her limbs during this
period. She was eating, drinking, pooping, and had gut
sounds…there was hope. She enjoyed a face rub and
some loving head strokes while she stared helplessly
into our eyes.
In spite of our care and Hope’s periodic rebounds
of vitality, we lost her very early in the morning on our
third day of care. It was an extremely sad and tearful
conclusion.
Steve and his wife knew something was very wrong.
continued on next page, top
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We were honored to have Hope’s trust to enter our
garage and our lives, and to help her when she seemed
to know she needed help, granting us the freedom to
touch her so readily and provide her some comfort. She
was not “just a deer,” and the other deer here knew that
too, as they came by periodically to check on her.
Our neighbor Leslie, and Dave, were the best of humans throughout this; they exceeded Hope’s, and our,
expectations with their efforts. Thanks to both of them
and to SWR.
— Steve Ruhnau

They made her comfortable and called an SWR deer speciallist.

Fox Family
continued from page 3

(From top) The
kits have a
little rough-andtumble
Kisses for Mom
Dinner was
yummy

brought her to our house to see if we could assist and
get her help.
G was in a world of hurt; she was unable to use her
hind legs at all, and was barely able to use her front
legs. She ate and drank well and pooped and peed; we
were hopeful. However, she continued to decline so we
called Sierra Wildlife Rescue (SWR) and they referred
us to a local vet affiliated with SWR who was exceptionally caring. It turns out that more than a few foxes
have similar injuries each year. Some make it; some
don’t. G didn’t.
What was most remarkable during her final struggle for life was that her family came around regularly
to check on her, and stand watch. We were touched
and tearful when her dad came by shortly before
she passed, saw her state, ran about 50 feet away and
snagged a vole—and brought it to her to feed her. She
ate the whole vole. The obvious love and caring in this
fox family was incredible to witness.
Too many people take wildlife for granted. They
are so much more than we give them credit for. We are
thankful that they periodically show up and educate us
on that fact. Many tears were shed around our house,
even though we know this happens in their cycle of
life. We look forward to more pups in the years ahead
and for the cycle to continue.
— Steve Ruhnau

YOU CAN HELP EL DORADO COUNTY WILDLIFE!
Sierra Wildlife Rescue is an all-volunteer organization supported primarily by memberships and donated funds
and materials. Please mail your tax-deductible donation to P.O. Box 2127, Placerville, CA 95667. To donate supplies or become a member, volunteer, or rehabber, call 530-621-2650. You can also go online to www.sierrawildliferescue.org to look up your area of interest as a volunteer, under the “Join Us” heading.
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An Evening’s Entertainment

have a commercial iris garden and also raise
Nubian dairy goats and chickens on my 10 rural
acres in Somerset. My cats follow me everywhere
while I work on our property.
One night, a little later than usual since it was already dark, I headed out of the door to go down to the
barn to milk. My small black cat, Shadow, met me as
usual at the bottom step of the front porch. She walked
off, tail waving gaily in the air, just ahead of me. I was
talking to her as we went along (people with pets will
understand this). I figured she was happily anticipating
the bowl of milk she would get after I finished milking.
Suddenly, about half way to the barn, it dawned on me
that Shadow’s tail was long and very skinny, and the
black tail waving jauntily just ahead of me was very big
and fluffy. I came to an abrupt halt.
I just stood there for a few minutes waiting for
the (now-identified) skunk to continue on down the
path to go wherever it was that skunks go. I didn’t
have to wait long. Suddenly, from the chicken coop,
there came a horrifying series of squeals, squeaks, and
chirps. I was sure the skunk was in the coop killing the
chickens! I broke into a run, got down there as fast as I
could, and swung open the door with a loud bang.
With the light from the little flashlight I had, I could
see two skunks fighting in the middle of the coop.
The chickens, all safe and sound, were sitting in a
neat row on their roost, like an audience at the Roman
Coliseum, watching the battle with interest. My shout
and the banging door broke up the squabble, and one
skunk (probably the loser) bailed out through the little
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The hens thought the skunks’ scuffle was for their enjoyment.

chicken door, and the other disappeared. It is an eerie
feeling to be standing in a suddenly very small area
with a highly-agitated skunk somewhere in the dark,
with only a pencil-thin ray of light to see by.
At this point I wished I had a video camera. Like
synchronized swimmers, in unison, all twelve chickens
bent down their heads and looked into the pit below
their roost. The skunk had somehow found a hole in
the wire large enough to get through, and had taken
refuge under their roost. At this point there was no way
I was going to take a long-handled anything to try to
scoot the skunk out the door.
I don’t recall if I opened up the wire on the end of
the roost or not to make escape easier but, since the
chickens seemed to be at least as big as the skunk, I
figured they were probably safe, and the only thing the
skunk would want to do is get out. So, I backed out of
the chicken coop, leaving all the escape routes open,
and went ahead and milked my goats. Shadow met
me at the barn and had her little bowl of milk. Half
an hour later, when I was finished, I checked and the
skunk was gone, so I shut the chickens in for the night
and, with my small flashlight, made my way back up to
the house.
I have seen skunks out and about many times
over the years and have never had an issue with one.
They do an excellent job of digging out and eating the
contents of ground-dwelling yellowjacket nests, as well
as snails and bugs, for which I am truly grateful. Just as
long as they leave my chickens alone!
— Mary Hess

WILDLIFE ENCOUNTERS

The Reluctant Fledgling

…and the
Gentle Giant

y dog, Denali, is a 115 lb. Great Pyrenees,
very gentle, quiet and loving. Earlier this
summer, a Steller jay couple nested in one
of my front property trees. When it was time for the
fledglings to learn to fly, I saw that one of them just
couldn’t get off the ground more than about three
to four feet. He was here for two days, hopping and
fluttering, trying desperately to take off. His mom and
dad stayed around, keeping a close watch over him,
but I was so concerned that an animal might harm
him that I kept watching, too.

The third afternoon, I saw my dog in the front
yard, with the little jay about three feet behind him,
hopping around and still attempting to fly. Denali was
lyjng down with his back to him, but he knew he was
there; he would look over his shoulder at the bird, but
didn’t make a move for some time. Eventually, while
the jay was standing very still, Denali went up to him,
smelled him and lay back down. Being a livestock
guard dog, he seemed to share my concerns, and had
a worried look on his face. The jay held perfectly still
until Denali lay back down, and then hopped on down
the hill. The next day, hopefully having found his
wings, the fledgling was gone and so were his parents,
and I breathed a sigh of relief. I think Denali did too!
						 — Sally Pujol

Stellar jay fledgling

Denali keeping watch

M
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Deer Me! A Change of Heart

he previous owners didn’t tell me that the 2.5
acres I purchased included a thoroughfare for
at least one herd of deer a day. There were actually about three herds that made the trek along Weber
Creek, and it wasn’t long before I was able to recognize
the individuals by general size, head shape, coat colors, ear displays, and attitude. In all, about thirty deer
meandered through our back acre every few days. Hello
to dog ticks, deer ticks, fleas, and bots. Goodbye to
recently-planted fruit trees.
The Internet had advice on spraying pepper and
bitter sauces on leaves, suggestions for planting trees

that are “deer resistant” and designs for all sorts of
plant cages. Then there was “predator urine,” and the
curious notion of cooperating coyotes. Nothing worked
for long and, during the drought year, no plant was safe
from a starving deer.
Worse still, when I walked through the property
areas where they traveled and rested, I would return
with ticks on my bare legs. Not okay!
I resorted to night motion detectors, and even the
silly singing fish motion detectors, along with baby
monitors, to check when they were coming by. I even
continued on page 15
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“…And a Good Time Was Had by All”

A

big Thank You from all of our volunteers to
SWR’s Board of Directors for hosting the annual celebration of volunteers on September
23 at the Shingle Springs Community Center. It was a
great chance to relax and catch up with everyone, after
a busy spring and summer of caring for the majority of
baby and adult wildlife that came in for rehabbing (with
some still coming!), and fulfilling our many other volunteer duties. Everyone enjoyed the yummy luncheon,
with volunteers each bringing a main dish or salad and
the Board supplying drinks and desserts, including a
giant, gorgeous cake, thanking our volunteers!
A variety of great raffle prizes was won, but the special present to each volunteer by the Board was a large
set of “windshield sunglasses” bearing SWR’s logo, and
was the biggest hit! Now our vehicles will stay cooler
while they wait for us in the sun after we have driven
to the far reaches of the foothills to collect animals in
need, worked long days at the baby bird nursery or participated in so many other roles within SWR.
It was a great party, and very much appreciated!

(Counterclockwise from top left) Wildlife
rescue volunteers always find lots to
talk about; California Wildlife display;
Board President Michael Damer and
Board Member Gail Crawford “test” the
dessert; the Board presented volunteers
with a gorgeous cake; Michael thanks our
volunteers; Vivian Gaddie (left), Linda
Mueller (right) and Lee Gardner (behind
her), enjoy lunch and conversation.
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BIRDS IN YOUR BACKYARD

Northern Pygmy Owl
This column features brief “bios” of some of the birds
we may see in our backyards, at bird feeders, or
throughout El Dorado County. Each year, hundreds
of orphaned or injured birds, including an occasional
Pygmy owl, are cared for at Sierra Wildlife Rescue’s
Baby Bird Nursery or by home-based rehabbers.
Northern Pygmy owls are the smallest owl in
California.
Size: 7 – 7 ½“
Weight: Male: 2 oz.; Female: 2.5 oz.
Wingspan: Both: 15“
Description: Sparrow-sized. Small round head and
long, finely barred tail, often cocked at an angle. Various shades of brown with fine buff spotting above and
bolder brown streaks below. Yellow eyes and yellowishwhite beak. Dark, white-ringed “false eyes” on back of
head are thought to fool predators into thinking the
bird is facing them and defending itself.
Voice: Most often a series of evenly spaced, highpitched “toots” but will also emit trills, twitters, and
chirps.
Habitat: Usually coniferous and deciduous forest
edges; mostly in partly open habitats, rather than solid,
unbroken forest.
Range: Western North America, from southeastern
Alaska and British Columbia south to California, Arizona and northern Mexico.
Nesting: 3–6 white eggs, typically in abandoned woodpecker hole. Incubation is 27–29 days. Both parents
care for young: male often provides prey while female
feeds young.
Diet: Rodents, small birds, lizards, insects. Hunts
mostly near dawn and dusk, but not exclusively.
Watches for prey from perch and then descends rapidly to pounce.

Pygmy owl, Dusty ( Photo by Lisa Couper)

Interesting Facts: Often “stores” extra food in tree cavities or by hanging it on thorns. Pairs sometimes sing
to each other or sing duets. Aggressive hunters, Pygmy
owls sometimes attack prey up to three times their size,
including mammals as large as mice and voles. Oldest
recorded Northern Pygmy Owl was at least 3 years, 11
months. Unlike other owls that have asymmetrically
placed ears and flattened faces to improve hearing, the
Northern Pygmy owl lacks both of these adaptions and
instead places a greater reliance on vision to locate prey.
SWR is lucky to have a Pygmy owl, “Dusty,” as one
of our Education Birds, registered with the federal and
state governments for educational purposes, due to
being non-releasable. Dusty came to us in 2011, found
by a hiker on the ground with a sibling, near a fire.
The owlets were covered with soot and ash, but examination revealed no broken wings or leg bones, and
her sibling was cleaned up and released back into the
wild. However, Dusty was unable to attain height and
sustain flight for long distances. She also will not eat
live rodents, which would be critical for her survival
in her habitat.
Being so small and cute, Dusty is a favorite at our
presentations, particularly with children, but she is
still feisty. She is learning how to be calm when she is
shown at our educational presentations and to be an
overall good “Education Ambassador” for SWR.
— Michael Damer
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A Very Special Volunteer

oan Winton joined SWR in
2017, and says that attending
many of the classes last winter
and spring was “great fun and a pleasure,” since they introduced her to
all the wonderful work being done
throughout our county to help wildlife. She decided to volunteer at the
Baby Bird Nursery in the summer,
and also joined the Raptor Team and
the Pigeon and Dove Team, under

Oreo

the mentorship of Judy Monestier.
“The Baby Bird Nursery (BBN)
experience was wonderful, and I
learned so much about the care and
feeding of songbirds. SWR needed
another songbird flight/release
cage, so I volunteered to have a
“prototype” cage built at my house,”
Joan says.
Michael Damer and other volunteers with SWR’s “Building Team”
built the cage from a new design
using modular panels, which can be
easily disassembled at the end of a
season and stored for the winter.
Over the summer, after a couple
weeks’ stay for her visitors to build
flight strength and self-feeding skills,
Joan released eight scrub jays, two
orioles, a towhee, two mockingbirds,
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Caring and commitment
come naturally
to Joan

a blackbird, three pigeons, and four
doves. Two of her release cage visitors will be staying with her until
spring, since they are unable to fly
safely because of missing tail feathers. Some of you who worked in the
BBN this past summer will remember a baby oriole affectionately
named “Wobbly” by volunteers. He
is now doing well, and Joan says
she renamed him “Oreo” because
“he felt a little embarrassed by the
‘Wobbly’ name.” He is sharing the
cage with a blackbird now called
“Cookie,” for obvious reasons. Oreo
and Cookie are great friends.
After several months of daily
care of the nestlings and fledglings
that come into the BBN in the summer, taking on the continued care of
several of SWR’s birds throughout
the last stages in their rehab and
then releasing them is an extra-big
commitment. It includes ensuring
they are completely healthy, fully
self-feeding, have the ability to fly
well and will be capable of a timely,
safe and appropriate release to the
wild. For various reasons, some may
need continued cage care throughout the fall and winter. Caring and
commitment come naturally to Joan,
who has been raising and caring for
domestic doves since 1999, when
her father passed away.
She explains, “He grew up on
a farm and was a lover of animals,
including wildlife. As a child, I always remember him bringing home
injured wild animals and trying to
save them. There was no SWR in
those days. In later years, he rescued

Cookie

many doves who were being sold for
food or given away by owners who
didn’t want them anymore. I still
have 12 doves from his flock which
shows how long doves can live!”
Joan says she’s excited to return
to SWR next year to continue her
education and contribute to the
organization in any way she can—
she even joined the SWR Board of
Directors this fall. She has come to
deeply admire and appreciate the
volunteers at SWR, and is amazed by
the expertise and dedication shown
in caring for, and ensuring a wonderful quality of life for, our wildlife.
SWR feels lucky to have her, and
we hope this very special volunteer
will continue to care for our many
types of birds for years to come!

Want to learn more
about volunteering?
Find out about opportunities
to rehab injured and orphaned
wildlife and other ways you can
become more involved in
SWR at our annual

Volunteer
Recruitment
Event
Sunday, Jan. 27, 2019

1–4pm
Sierra Wildlife Rescue Center
Bring a friend!
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rom 2006 to 2013, naturalist Joe Hutto spent the better
part of his days with a large
herd of mule deer in Wyoming’s
Wind River Range. The discoveries he made about this magnificent
and tragically-threatened species
are chronicled in his book, Touching
the Wild, as well as in the 2014 PBS
documentary by the same name. I
saw the documentary first, and it
made a lasting impression on me
but, as is usually the case, the book
goes much deeper.
To begin with, Hutto is no
ordinary wildlife biologist. From
an early age, he was driven by a
desire to get up close and personal
with wild animals, to see the world
through their eyes.
“I have always not merely observed but developed a relationship
with other creatures,” he writes, “and
. . . through our common bonds
of trust, tolerance, perhaps mutual
interest, or even—on occasion—
shared affection, we have come to
know one another. I am convinced
that only through this level of interaction may an animal gradually
begin to reveal itself.”
As it happened, soon after Hutto
and his wife, Leslye, settled into a
cabin in the midst of the mule deer
herd’s winter range, one extraordinary doe began to reveal herself.
With dark and curious eyes, she
would gaze into the uncurtained

windows at night and linger in the
yard during the day. Soon Rayme, as
they called her, began eating horse
treats right out of their hands, and
contently lying down nearby while
other members of her extended family looked on. From this auspicious
beginning, Hutto eventually came to
know more than 200 mule deer on a
first-name basis—not all as open and
trusting as Rayme, but each with a
distinct personality.
“Because every mule deer is
profoundly individual,” Hutto writes,
“every relationship I have had with
these animals has taught me unique
things about their extraordinary
range of behavior, highly developed
intelligence, and about individual capacities to allow this strange human
creature into their lives.”
Many of these individual deer
allowed Hutto and his wife the rare
privilege of touching and grooming
them—virtually accepting them as
members of their extended family.
With this door opened, Hutto in
time gained acceptance into the herd
as a whole – following their daily
movements and observing behaviors
and social interactions to a degree
never before seen or recorded.
“I cannot say that I have never
achieved this level of intimacy with
another species,” says Hutto, “but
I have never sustained this level of
intense involvement with a creature
so complex, intelligent, and capable

of sharing so much communication
for so many years.”
As a reader, it was a joy to step
into this hidden world of the mule
deer, and I found myself falling in
love with each and every fawn, doe
or buck that he introduced me to.
But then, inevitably, my heart broke
over and over again as so many of
these innocent creatures met with
tragedy. It was always particularly
heart-wrenching to read about a
distraught doe who had lost her
fawn, or a fawn who suddenly became an orphan. Moreover, as Hutto
observed, these deer also mourned
the death of other members of their
extended families—not just briefly,
but sometimes for days on end.
Sadly, such occasions happen all too
often, and they can’t just be chalked
up to part of the natural order.
“Mule deer are under assault at
this time in history in ways that are
unprecedented,” Hutto warns. “In
many habitats that once represented
an ideal historical stronghold, mule
deer numbers have plummeted by
a staggering 50 to 70 percent in the
past twenty years.”
continued on next page
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Toast to Wildlife Champagne Brunch

S

WR’s Toast to Wildlife last March
was a wonderful experience for
members and the public, featuring
educational displays and videos,
raffles and auctions, and presentations of our Education Birds.
Our appreciation to keynote
speaker Kevin Roberts, Senior Biologist with Sierra Pacific Industries,
who gave a fascinating overview of
SPI, which owns and manages nearly
1.9 million acres of timberland in
California and Washington and is
among the largest lumber producers
in the United States. SPI’s goals are
to manage its lands in a responsible
and sustainable manner to protect
the environment. Kevin also related
a few, sometimes amusing, anecdotes
of SPI staff ’s actions in rescuing and
saving endangered wild animals in
the field.
Longtime rehabber and three-

term president Deb Datilio was also
honored for her service to SWR.
Don’t miss SWR’s next Toast
to Wildlife April 7, 2019. Additional information will be available
soon in your local media, at www.
sierrawildliferescue.org, and on
SWR’s Facebook page. Please save
the date, and come join us to enjoy
a terrific experience and support the
care of your wildlife neighbors in
need!

Winter Wildlife Reading
continued from previous page

fences that crisscross their migratory
paths—hazards which, combined,
cause more mule deer deaths than
hunting, plus countless injuries.
Hutto spends the last part of
the book discussing these and other
threats to the mule deer’s survival; in
many cases, the solutions are knowable and possible—at least in theory.
But as he points out, political and
economic realities are often at odds
with good intentions and common
sense. His single most urgent recommendation to save the mule deer is
outlawing hunting of mule deer does
and fawns. Hutto is not opposed to
hunting per se, or even of does and
fawns in other species whose populations have exceeded the carrying
capacity of their habitat. But this
circumstance no longer applies to
the mule deer.

Natural causes include predation,
disease, parasites, and starvation (this
last factor is influenced by both human pollution and habitat encroachment). There is also the problem that
the mule deer, through centuries of
evolution, is adapted to a specific type
of high-country habitat and, unlike
the white-tailed deer, does not easily
move into and thrive in other locations. Rural development is another
cause of mule deer decline.
“The habitat in which humans
invariably prefer to live in the West
is precisely the same habitat that best
supports the mule deer in winter,”
says Hutto. The two greatest hazards in their changing landscape are
the plethora of highways and wire
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Leave a Legacy
for Wildlife

F

or 26 years, Sierra Wildlife
Rescue has been dedicated
to the mission of preserving El
Dorado County’s wildlife.
By making a gift to Sierra
Wildlife Rescue in your will,
trust, or other financial plan, you
can help protect and preserve
wildlife in El Dorado County for
generations to come.
Contact your attorney, tax
advisor or financial planner to
discuss ways you can help SWR.

Hutto is an eloquent and poetic
writer, as well as an important biologist, and I am better for having read
this book. Enhanced by more than
180 color photos, Touching the Wild
is an enlightened plea for help for a
most deserving species.
“If we let reason lead our way,” says
Hutto, “this remarkable animal may
still have a fighting chance to remain
an icon of the Western landscape.”
					

Donations

A big THANK YOU to SWR’s donors of all ages, and
contributions, large and small, from funds to supplies. We could not
support the care of our animals in rehab without you!
W Longtime fawn rehabber Dave Cook gave a talk in February to the

Folsom Zoo Docents on deer natural history, fawn rehabbing, and the
specific history of two non-releasable fawns that we transferred to the Zoo
last fall (they had become too acclimated to humans prior to SWR’s care for
them). The group took up a collection to thank him, and the funds will be
forwarded to SWR to support the fawns we rehab.

W For a community project last spring, Adriana Kontonickas (right), a

student at the Montessori School in Shingle Springs, knew exactly what she
wanted to do. Adriana loves animals and looked up SWR’s Wish List for
things needed for our animals in rehab. She not only collected and donated
numerous rolls of paper towels, but also $25 for their care. SWR is always
pleased when young people are aware of things they can do to help our
orphaned and injured wildlife, and of conservation overall.

Adriana’s donation

W Dave Cook was attending when SWR Members Colleen and Jeff

Nettleton held a birthday party for their one-year-old son on March 10,
and they asked that, rather than bringing gifts, folks attending the party
contribute to SWR’s Fawn Program. They passed the hat and came up with
a generous amount of cash. Colleen and Jeff have been involved in rescue
and transport services on the Fawn Team for a couple of years.

W Following a presentation by Judy Thompson, of SWR’s Education

Team, with our “ambassador” hawks and owls, at Silva Valley Elementary
School in El Dorado Hills, the school’s Hands4Hope Club made a very
generous donation, which supported the building of another flight/release
cage for SWR’s songbirds following their rehabilitation.
The community-based Hands4Hope organization includes community
service and service-learning, school-based clubs, to inspire and empower
youth in leadership and service. Their note to SWR is shown at right.

O

McCrea Foundation Education Enrichment Grant

ur deepest appreciation for the
latest generous grant (2018)
from the Zoe McCrea Family
Foundation’s Scholastic Support
Fund. The Fund has financed SWR
interns, particularly for our summer Baby Bird Nursery Program,
several times in the past few years.

Interns are also given the chance
to assist SWR rehabbers of other
wild animals, such as orphaned or
injured fawns, squirrels, raccoons,
and others, to learn the procedures
for their care in rehab and eventual
return to the wild.

These funds provide an opportunity for SWR, in partnership
with the Foundation, to provide
meaningful support to the next
generation, who will serve as caring stewards of our wildlife and its
environment in the future.
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A New Rehabber’s Journey
continued from first page
Owliver was treated and recovered, and was moved to a flight/release cage for the final stages of care
and release.
Judy Monestier, a veteran raptor rehabber with SWR, had taken
Krysta’s call. Mentoring several
apprentice raptor rehabbers this
season, including Kristi, Judy contacted her to assist her with initial
transport and triage.
The adult screech owl with a
head injury was Kristi’s first Western
screech owl to rehab, and she named
him “Edgar.” He needed medication and some quiet time to heal
for a few weeks. Edgar was a fairly
well-mannered patient throughout
his recovery (he at least refrained
from trying to shred Kristi’s fingers!)
Once his medical condition improved, he became a candidate for
release after he had passed certain
tests, including being able to fly well
and to catch live prey.

Chapter 4

The First Visitor.
Experienced raptor rehabber Vivian
Gaddie had spent the last several
months completely rebuilding some
older flight/release cages. 		
The process took much longer
than expected, and it was early July
when the cages were finally ready,

Edgar considering flight to branch.

fortunately just in time for Edgar
to be relocated. He settled in well,
considered flying and even ate a live
mouse the first night! The owl spent
ten days in the flight cage to build
up his flying strength, and then it
was time for release.

Chapter 5

The First Release.
Edgar was Kristi’s first raptor release
back into the wild. With the help
of her daughter, JaDean, he was
released in his former territory in
El Dorado Hills, along Salmon Falls
Road, one night. Like most rehabbers, Kristi had mixed feelings: satisfaction for a job well-done, but a
little sadness to see him flying away.

Zuri begins training as an Ed Bird

Chapter 7

Her First Flight Cage.

Edgar’s release was bittersweet

Chapter 6

Her First Education Bird.
New flight cage—just in time!
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rently has another little screech owl,
“Zuri,” who is completely blind,
and therefore non-releasable. She
is training the owl to be an “Education Ambassador” for SWR. If birds
like Zuri are successful at becoming calm and easily handled, they
are featured with their handlers at
presentations to schools and many
other groups, and at SWR events.
Kristi says. “I love working with
the raptors, even though it involves
a lot of time medicating, generally
caring for, and cleaning cages (and
learning to avoid sharp beaks and
talons!).”

Kristi has continued rehabbing
raptors this past summer. She cur-

Kristi has definitely found her
niche, and is committed to helping our fine feathered friends get a
second chance. In September, SWR
built an 8’ x 20’ flight cage on her
property with donated funds. The
cage is big enough for small raptors, such as kestrels, screech owls,
and sharp-shinned hawks to recover until ready for release. Larger

raptors, like red-tailed hawks and
great-horned owls, will be able to
use it as an intermediary cage, but
will need a larger cage for full flight
training.

Chapter 8

Happy Endings.
Sierra Wildlife Rescue takes in
hundreds of wild critters each year.
Some of their stories don’t end this
well, but we keep fighting for as
many second chances as we can give
them.
As Vivian says, “It literally ‘takes
a village.’ Half a dozen people were
directly involved in Edger’s recovery, but a hundred people were
involved behind the scenes to make
it happen. Even though we don’t
always see such happy endings, we’ll
take all of them we can get!”
— VivianGaddie / Kristi Schroder
Deer Me!
continued from page 7
designed mousetrap-powered
party poppers that would pull the
cord when the plant was disturbed,
making a “bang” and spraying
confetti on the startled deer, as if
he were attending a party. Okay, it
was a pretty desperate idea.
I regarded them as the enemy,
calling them the “giant rodents.”
Then I saw a young male deer.
He was limping, his front leg swollen. I saw the desperation caused
by nature without compassion.
It was then my vision of myself changed, from that of a city
dweller, concerned about a breakin robbery, to a country gardener,
concerned about a dozen deer who
were anxiously searching, with a
gnawing need, for food and reasonably clean water.
To keep the deer from the

trees, I had already placed water
containers 50 feet from the house,
as well as kitchen vegetable and fruit
scraps. I now included sweet-feed
and alfalfa. The young male often
rested on the slopes near the food
and after two weeks his walking
improved. During that time, the
traffic of does and fawns increased
to over a dozen a day, so I moved
the water and food 150 feet from
the house. It worked.
Our trees were rarely touched,
but the ticks were still a significant
problem for our domestic animals and my legs. Not wanting to
use insecticides that would affect
animals —frogs, lizards, birds,
and snakes, as well as the deer and
others—I resorted to nematodes
that parasitize the ticks and fleas.
When I saw evidence of bots, I
included small doses of ivermectin
in the sweet-feed.
It’s been three years since my
conflicts with the “giant rodents.”
Over that time, I learned to never
look directly at them (the human
face has the forward binocular
placement of a predator), and I
whistle a special tune that they
recognize me by. I feed them only
in the evenings at about two hours
before dusk. I speak to them in a
low gentle voice, always aware that

they are wild and easily frightened. I
know that it is best that they always
regard humans as a predator.
Now, neither I nor my domestic animals have any more ticks
or fleas. Evidence of bots in the
deer stools has also dropped to
zero. Our trees have screen barriers which could be broached if an
animal is desperate—but they’re
not. Our “dinner visitors” are now
our neighbors, who come by, 150
feet from the house, on their daily
trek for food and fresh water, calmly
munching down a snack of alfalfa,
sweet feed, and whatever fruit and
vegetable remains we no longer care
to keep around.
I’ve been told on a few occasions that I am “enabling” them
and that they should be foraging
naturally. To this I reply, “Humans
have polluted their water sources,
allowed invasive plants to crowd
out their food stocks, constructed
buildings, fences, and roads, causing their deaths and injuries by
cars, and shot them out of season,
just because they were there. Foraging naturally is an “extinct” concept. So, I’m going to keep doing
what I’m doing, the best that I can
for my new neighbors.
— James Reed
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www.sierrawildliferescue.org

When man feels compassion toward all
living beings, then he will be noble.		
			
				— Buddha

C

Come join us!

ome enjoy the wonderful fellowship among people who share your concerns about wildlife and the
environment, and help to make a difference! Sierra Wildlife Rescue always needs new home-based
rehabbers for all species. If you would like to learn more about home rehabbing, to feed baby birds at our Baby
Bird Nursery in the summer, or be available for transporting animals from rescuers to rehabbers, please check
out our website, www.sierrawildliferescue.org or call us at 530-621-2650. SWR provides training, licensing,
and most supplies. As a potential rehabber, you will attend training classes, join a team and work with an
experienced mentor as long as needed; someone will always be available to advise and assist you. No prior
experience is necessary -- all you need is a concern for wild animals and the willingness to learn. Rehabbing
and returning wild creatures to their natural environment is more exciting and fulfilling than you can imagine!
Pictured from left: coyote pup, striped skunk kit, mule deer fawns
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